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Joseph Nasr & Arthur Kyriakoudes Attend
an International EYP Session in Georgia
“See you one day, somewhere in Europe…” That
is the phrase we EYPers
use after every emotional
farewell at a session. The
tears rolling down our
cheeks are not enough to
describe the overwhelming
feeling of being part of
such a huge multinational
and cultural European family.
Take a deep breath and
imagine: A room full of aspiring young minds. We
were 250 minds in Georgia
to be exact. Each person
has something to offer.
Each person has a person-

ality. Each person has their
own story. However, what
unites that whole room, is
that each person wants to
change
the
world.
I am proud to say that EYP
has been life changing.
Debating with so many
people, learning to support
one another, working together, listening to other
people, accepting diverse
cultures, being yourself
and shaping the future.
These are some of the
skills
I
learnt.
Public
speaking and quick thinking. Working as a team! All
the points listed above are
just a few of the things we
EYPers
have
gained.

person on very important
topics. A more respectful
man, and has helped with
my public relation skills. It
is something that I will
never regret. I assure
everyone reading this that
I will continue with EYP. It
has become part of my
life. To all the newcomers,
take this opportunity with
both hands. Do not miss
it. It really is worth it. And
with that, I am ending this
article with these words.
Dream big, Heads up.
Change the world, and
see you one day, somewhere in Europe.
Joseph Nasr 6A

EYP has shaped
me. Made me a
more rounded person.
A
more
knowledgeable

PASCAL English School, Lemesos pupil Christos
Metaxas comes 3rd at Innovation Camp
Junior Achievement Cyprus organized the 4th Bicommunal Innovation
Camp on Friday, 17 November 2017 at the University of Nicosia.
The Innovation Camp is
a knowledge-intensive
experience that brings
together students with
the aim of engaging
them in entrepreneurial
and collaboration techniques.

The event seeks to
encourage young people to use their skills
in enterprising and
innovative ways, ultimately
increasing
their
employability
and
entrepreneurial
flair.
PASCAL
English
School Lemesos pupils
Rafaella Petraki 6Α
Christina Menalaou 6Α
and Christos Metaxas

6Β participated in the
competition.
Christos
Metaxas in cooperation with other pupils
won the 3rd prize!!!

Creative Writing Competition 2017/18

Parents’
Association
Christmas
Raffle
22nd December

The Creative Writing Competition took place between the 15th to
the 23rd of November during a double English lesson. This year,
the competition was organized by PASCAL Lefosia which innovated by
sending to all PASCAL schools an image/strip from a graphic novel. For
example in the Lower School image pupils can immediately notice that it
speaks of bullying but other issues such as divorce, relationships, emotions, inner fears and psychological issues arise. The
same thing goes for the Upper School image as there
are quite a lot of things that could be picked up on , for
example relationships, illness, family, and school problems. We are confident that our pupils will excel in this
competition and put their creativity to work.

EYP Mini Session
“The best and most
beautiful things in
the world cannot
be seen or even
touched - they
must be felt with
the heart.”
Helen Keller
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PASCAL English School, Lemesos orgainised the 5th annual mini EYP session at
PASCAL Larnaka on Saturday 2nd December 2017. This is an event that can no
longer be called a mini session as this year we had over 200 delegates from 5
schools participating. Ms Miltiadous and Ms Mariou were the organisers together
with our EYP alumni Joseph Nasr, Christina Michaelidou, Christina Menelaou,
Michelle Tucker, Eleni Skordis and Arthur Kyriakoudes. Thank you to our sponsor ZEME Fuels and Alloys.
The European Youth Parliament (EYP) is a unique educational programme which
brings together young people from all
over Europe to discuss current topics in a
parliamentary setting. As a network of
independent associations, EYP is present
in 40 European countries and organises
almost 600 events every year. The EYP
network organises almost 1.500 days of
EYP activity every year, involving close to
35.000 participants. Thousands of young
people are active as volunteers all over
Europe, making EYP a programme truly
for young people, by young people.

Testimonial from Mr Metxaas
Christmas
Examinations
13th—22nd
December

We chose PES for our son's
secondary education because of the high standard
provided combined with
the necessary discipline but
at the same time in a pleasant environment that facilitates knowledge building.
While pupils are expected
to show respect towards

their teachers, they can
also enjoy the benefits of
a friendly relationship
with their headmistress
and teaching staff. The
School promotes a lot of
extra curricular activities
that develop the children
and provide invaluable
experience. In six years

the children can pass their
A-Levels and also get an
Apolytirion - leaving certificate; both qualifications
open the way to get an
offer from top universities
worldwide.
Socrates Metaxas
Parent of a Graduate 2018

CHRSITMAS GIVING TREE

“The will to win, the
desire to succeed,
the urge to reach
your full potential...
these are the keys
that will unlock the
door to personal
excellence.”
Confucius

This Christmas Christina Aeroporou
together with the School Council
have decided to help the people
and children of Saint Stefanos to
have a wonderful Christmas. We
are preparing a Christmas giving
tree which will be in the reception
area. There will be ornaments with
the names of each person and the
gift they wish for. Please if you
want to help this Christmas dream
take an ornament and give it to Ms
Elaine who will write down your
name. You will then have to buy
the present and bring it to school
by the 12th of December. Just before Christmas we will go to Saint
Stefanos and give the gifts. Please
support us in this good cause, lets make the less fortunate have
a wonderful Christmas.

Testimonial from Graduate of 2011
PASCAL was more than a school to me. It was an environment that allowed me to grow in
knowledge and as a person. My teachers always went above and beyond to help me with anything I needed and taught me valuable life lessons that I still put into practice to this very
day. PASCAL is built on many values but their most valuable assets are the teachers who
influence us and help build our foundations for the future. A big thank you to all my teachers
who helped me succeed in life.
William Ehrhartsmann (Graduate 2011)
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Scuba Diving Club

Christmas
Celebration:
22nd December
2017

This year, as a new Pascal English School student, I had the opportunity
to join the Scuba Diving club, so I decided to try. I thought it would be
easy peasy lemon squeezy, but it turned out to be the complete opposite!
For our first lesson, we went to the sea with our equipment on and
learned the basic skills. I didn’t find it hard and got on quite well. However, for our second lesson, we went on a 6 metre dive! I really enjoyed it,
apart from small things like, sore ears. We saw the world under the water, different kinds of fish and rocks. It was amazing and everyone enjoyed it. Scuba Diving is one of the
dangerous sports, if not done correctly- but I am not afraid to try
something new. Soon we will have
an exam on things we have learnt
and then we’ll get our certificates for
completing the first level! This club
makes you feel sporty and relaxed at
the same time, but you need to remember that you should always stay
safe.
Liza Musalikina 3A

“Believe in yourself!
Have faith in your
abilities! Without a
humble but
reasonable confidence
in your own powers
you cannot be
successful or happy.”
Norman Vincent Peale
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MEDI.M.U.N Workshop
The Mediterranean Model United Nations (MEDIMUN) is the first MUN
conference to take place in Cyprus
and was inaugurated in January
2006. Model United Nations (MUN) is a
simulation of the United Nations for students. During these conferences, students

become delegates, representatives of a UN
Member State that has been allocated to
them. After extensive research into their
allocated country, delegates discuss, write
and debate resolutions (documents detailing
their suggestions and solutions to world issues).

University of Nicosia, Medical School

Christmas
Holidays:
23th December—
8th January

On the 14th November our
teachers organised for the
Biology and Chemistry elective groups in both the English and Greek School to go
on a trip in Nicosia. We went
to the Medical School of the
University of Nicosia where a
professor told us some details
about their University. Afterwards an anatomy professor
showed us how to use a machine in order to check our
lung volume. Moreover we
were taught how to take the
blood pressure of a person
and were then given the opportunity to practise on our
teachers and classmates. In
addition, we learned how to
put a test tube in the trachea

of a person, that is not
breathing or can hardly
breathe, in order to oxygenate the lungs and sent
oxygen to the heart and
brain so that the person’s
cells don’t die and then we
cannot bring them back to
life. The professors of the
Medical School were very
patient with us and they
answered every question
that we had. It was an
amazing experience and
we all are grateful to our
teachers for organising this
trip!
Christina
Themeistocleous 6B

€530 Raised for Karaisakio Foundation
“Our greatest
weakness lies
in giving up.
The most
certain way
to succeed is
always to try
just one
more time.”
Thomas A.
Edison
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Congratulations to our pupils from PASCAL English School, Lemesos who
arranged a Christmas Fair at the Marina on Sunday 3rd December and
raised €530 for this worthy cause.
The Karaisakio Foundation as a nonprofit organization has recorded a remarkable presence in both the humanitarian and scientific fields in Cyprus
and has evolved into an internationally recognized Bone Marrow Donors.

Images from November
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ZEME Fuels and Alloys—SPONSORS
for EYP

Generation Euro Participants

Queens Commonwealth Award Winners
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